To achieve efficient resource management on a graphics processing unit (GPU), there is a demand to develop a framework for scheduling virtualized resources in cloud gaming. In this article, we propose VGRIS, a resource management framework for virtualized GPU resource isolation and scheduling in cloud gaming. A set of application programming interfaces (APIs) is provided so that a variety of scheduling algorithms can be implemented within the framework without modifying the framework itself. Three scheduling algorithms are implemented by the APIs within VGRIS. Experimental results show that VGRIS can effectively schedule GPU resources among various workloads. [Yu et al. 2013] . Compared with the prior work, we conduct three major revisions. In this article, we extend the framework with a set of API that can be leveraged to implement a variety of scheduling algorithms within the framework. Then, we rework all the evaluations. Instead of benchmarks such as 3DMark05 in the conference paper, the workloads are mainly selected from reality model games to prove the feasibility and practicality of the framework in real cloud gaming scenarios. Finally, we extend the evaluations by experimental results of VirtualBox. We compare the performance of VirtualBox and VMware, trying to explain why we select VMware, instead of VirtualBox, as the main virtualization platform. We also add the FPS results of the games running on heterogeneous platforms composed of VMware and VirtualBox to demonstrate that the framework is adapted to various VMs.
optimize their products to meet the capacity of midrange hardware. Hence, such ways of deploying cloud game servers cause a waste of hardware resources.
This article proposes VGRIS, a scheduling framework for virtualized GPU resource isolation and scheduling. VGRIS transparently enables different VMs composed of VMware and VirtualBox in the cloud to efficiently share a single GPU. Leveraging GPU paravirtualization technology, VGRIS is a lightweight resource scheduler in the host. A major challenge in resources management on a GPU is related to the graphics processing that is executed in an asynchronous and nonpreemptive way. Specifically, VGRIS adopts a library application programming interface (API) interception to take care of the underlying scheduling. In contrast with GViM, vCUDA, and rCUDA, VGRIS intercepts the library of graphics processing instead of the one of GPU programming. A major benefit of the library API interception is that we only need to modify a few binaries within the intercepted library. No other part of the software stack on top of the physical machine needs to be changed to embrace VGRIS. Moreover, VGRIS does not need any source code or design information on the library to perform such modification.
As an extension of our prior work [Yu et al. 2013] , the whole framework is abstracted as a platform where GPU resources are scheduled. We extend the framework with a set of API to make the framework itself host a variety of scheduling algorithms. Such API not only allows assigning specific schedulers to the framework but also provides additional information including FPS, frame latency, and so forth, of the games running in VMs. Based on the API, VGRIS can support many scheduling algorithms that are designed and implemented in different ways. VGRIS is also able to select among all of the algorithms in a simple and fast way.
In our previous work [Yu et al. 2013 ], we only used VMware to evaluate VGRIS. Compared to the old version, we extend the framework to adapt to an additional VM of VirtualBox that also supports 3D acceleration. The heterogeneous virtualization platform makes it hard for the old implementation to schedule GPU resources among different VMs. To eliminate the problem, we improve the API to enable VGRIS to scheduling GPU resources even on heterogeneous platforms.
Currently, we implement three scheduling algorithms by the API within VGRIS, just as we did in our previous storage scheduling system [Wang and Merchant 2007] . They address the trade-off between a service-level agreement (SLA) and the throughput. More precisely, SLA-aware scheduling strives to achieve SLA requirements for each VM, which can benefit cloud gaming platforms. However, the GPU may not be fully utilized under this scheduling policy. Therefore, another policy, namely proportional-share scheduling, allocates the GPU resources to each VM in proportion to its given weight. In turn, this can greatly benefit job prioritization when rendering frames as well as the total throughput for the same cost as an SLA. Furthermore, VGRIS introduces a hybrid scheduling that guarantees minimum resources for the SLA while proportionally sharing the exceeding resources among all VMs. This third policy features better resource utilization than SLA-aware scheduling and prevents starvation that may occur with a proportional share. In particular, more advanced scheduling algorithms can be implemented within VGRIS by the proposed API in the future.
The workloads in our previous work included 3DMark05 and two games. However, these workloads are not appropriate for cloud gaming scenarios. Typical cloud gaming service providers always give access to real-world games for users and tend to run multiple games concurrently on a single server. To prove that VGRIS is practical and feasible under such circumstances, we conducted the experiments by running three real-world games-DiRT 3, Farcry 2, and Starcraft 2-both on VMware and heterogeneous platforms. The experimental results show that VGRIS can effectively schedule GPU resources for real-world games even on heterogeneous platforms. The results also show that all the three scheduling policies satisfy their design goals under various workloads. For example, when applying the SLA-aware scheduling, the average frames per second (FPS) of the workloads increases by 65%. The percentage of frames with excessive latency drops to 0.20%. In the meantime, the performance overhead incurred by VGRIS is limited to 3.59%.
The contributions of this article are summarized as follows:
-We propose a GPU scheduling framework based on the GPU paravirtualization architecture, which can be applied to servers for various GPU computing tasks for efficient resource management. Benefiting from the library API interception, VGRIS is lightweight and does not require any source code changes in the guest OS, the guest game, or the host graphic drivers. -A set of API is provided to make VGRIS able to support a variety of scheduling algorithms. All of these algorithms can be replaced with another one in a very simple and fast way. Benefiting from the API, VGRIS can leverage more advanced and powerful scheduling algorithms to schedule GPU resources for cloud games. -We implement three scheduling policies by the API for the proposed framework, depending on different typical performance requirements: high performance of SLAs, proportional resource sharing, and performance and fairness trade-offs. The design and implementation of the three algorithms prove the usefulness of the API within the framework. -We implement VGRIS and conduct several experiments by running real games and benchmark programs on it to demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework and of its scheduling policies. The overhead of the framework is limited to 3.59%. -We evaluate VGRIS on heterogeneous virtualization platforms consisting of VMware and VirtualBox. The results show that VGRIS can schedule GPU resources on more than one virtualization platform at the same time.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some motivating experiments that highlight the poor performance of the default GPU scheduling mechanism. Sections 3 and 4 respectively introduce the design and implementation of the VGRIS framework as well as three scheduling policies integrated into VGRIS. Section 5 presents experimental results based on the use of real games and benchmark programs. Section 6 discusses some related work, and Section 7 concludes this article.
MOTIVATION
This section mainly describes some motivating experiments that underscore the poor performance and low utilization of the default GPU resource scheduling. We also present a detailed analysis of the problem. We conducted the experiments on a machine with a midrange central processing unit (CPU) and an ATI HD6750 graphics card. Before analyzing the poor performance and low utilization when running multiple VMs on a single graphics card, we first briefly describe the standard 3D rendering and programming model and then discuss how the original graphics library schedules the GPU resources.
GPU Computational Model
Basically, GPU processing as well as CPU computation determines FPS rate. Figure 1 displays the GPU computation for various applications (e.g., gaming, rendering, stream processing), which are usually processed in an infinite loop [Owens et al. 2008] . Each loop determines exactly one frame.
First, UploadComputeKernel uploads the computation program to the GPU, and DeclareThreadGrid specifies the number of threads to be used for the computation. After the initial setup, each iteration of the loop performs some tasks, such as arithmetic calculating, drawing a frame, and rendering. There are three stages in each iteration: (1) some GPU data are prepared for CPU computation (e.g., calculating objects in the upcoming frame according to the game logic); (2) the data are uploaded to the GPU buffer, such that it can schedule its threads to perform the computation (e.g., rendering the frame from the buffer contents); and (3) the frame is rendered in the VGA buffer and then output on the screen, as done by DisplayBuffer in Figure 1 . The detailed API depends on the graphics library, such as glutSwapBuffers from OpenGL and Present from Direct3D.
Inefficiency of the Default GPU Sharing
We now present some experiments to highlight the potential throughput improvements in a shared GPU environment while guaranteeing the SLA of each workload. We start by evaluating the performance of the individual workloads on the platform with Windows 7 as the host OS. We chose three popular games, DiRT 3, Farcry 2, and Starcraft 2, as the experimental workloads. Table I displays the performance results, in which GPU usage is calculated based on hardware counters. Usually, cloud gaming requires an FPS rate in the range of 30 to 60 for a smooth user experience. A lower rate would render the game unplayable, whereas a higher one would not make any difference to the human eye. As we can see from the figure, all of the workloads are able to provide a smooth user experience. However, running these workloads individually results in a waste both GPU and CPU resources. For instance, when running directly on the host OS, DiRT 3 only occupies about 63.92% of GPU utilization and 43.24% of CPU utilization. The rest of the GPU and CPU resources are sufficient enough to play another game, even on our midrange ATI HD6750 graphics card. Since cloud gaming service providers like OnLive upgrade their CPUs GPUs every 6 months [Joystiq 2009 ], running these games with dedicated GPUs will inevitably cause an unnecessary low GPU utilization and a waste of resources. the range of 2.94% to 45.86%. In particular, all three workloads inside VMware run at an FPS rate higher than 30, which concludes that the GPU virtualization technology of VMware is mature enough for games to provide a smooth user experience.
Based on this observation, Figure 2 shows the performance results of running multiple-game VMs on a single ATI HD6750 graphics card. The experiment involves three popular games: DiRT 3, Farcry 2, and Starcraft 2. Each workload concurrently runs in a separate VM of VMware where the guest OS is Windows 7 with Direct3D.
As shown from the figure, Starcraft 2 has an average FPS rate of 24, and DiRT 3 slows down to an average value around 23. Compared to their original performance under the same game configuration, their FPS is reduced dramatically. Despite the overhead incurred by the VM, the heavy contention of the GPU resources significantly influences the FPS rates of the workloads. From the figure, we can also see that the GPU resources are almost fully utilized. However, the FPS rates of DiRT 3 and Starcraft 2 are too low to provide a smooth gaming experience, which is mainly caused by the inefficiency of the default GPU sharing mechanism. In addition to the FPS rate, the user experience also depends on the frame latency that defines the time cost of one frame. Figure 2 (b) illustrates the corresponding frame latency of Starcraft 2. As we can observe, this game suffers a high latency when competing with other games for GPU resources. More than 12.78% of the frames are beyond 34ms, and 1.26% frames are even beyond 60ms; the maximum latency almost reaches 100ms. This is a serious issue, as the larger the frame latency, the rougher the player's experience.
In terms of frame rate variance, the three VMs have values of 7.39, 55.97, and 5.83, respectively. All of the FPS rates fluctuate, which is consistent with the feature of realworld games, especially Farcry 2. This is because Farcry 2 is a first-person shoot game, and its FPS rates vary dramatically when the game is running.
The most likely reason for the default poor resource scheduling mechanism is the asynchronous and nonpreemptive nature of the GPU process. For instance, the default GPU scheduling mechanism in Direct3D runtime library tends to allocate resources on a first-come first-served manner, which results in an excessive FPS rate for low-end games and an unplayable FPS rate for GPU-demanding games when they are running concurrently in separate VMs. Graphics APIs also typically work in an asynchronous way to maximize hardware performance. APIs such as DisplayBuffer in Figure 1 immediately return when they issue and submit a rendering command to the GPU. The GPU maintains a command buffer for upcoming user space requests. Therefore, if the underlying command buffer is full, the 3D application has to be blocked for some time. For instance, in a typical 3D application development, every 3D application creates a unique Direct3D device to represent its own graphics context. The Direct3D calls issued by an application are usually converted into device-independent commands, batched in a command queue within the application context. When the command queue is full or at an appropriate time, the Direct3D runtime submits the current device command queue to the underlying GPU driver. The driver stores the coming queue into its local command buffer for the GPU cores to process it asynchronously. Some commands are kept by the Direct3D runtime until the available room is found in the command buffer on the driver side. Thus, if two or more 3D applications run concurrently on a single graphics card, a resource contention inevitably occurs. If one 3D application runs a little fast and frequently submits its command queue to the underlying layer, it probably obtains more GPU resources. At the same time, another 3D application might suffer severe starvation, causing a low FPS rate as it is running. Besides, it is important to note that a 3D application needs to recreate GPU resources after its windows are updated. Hence, it is common that only one GPU-accelerated 3D application occupies the whole GPU for a period of time regardless of the number of cores or threads in the GPU.
VGRIS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

GPU Paravirtualization and VGRIS Architecture
Paravirtualization provides VMs with a software interface that is different from its underlying hardware counterpart. This interface significantly reduces the overhead of operations that are substantially more difficult to run in a virtual environment. The guest OS must be explicitly ported to exploit the new interfaces for better performance. In the case of a commercial OS that cannot be modified, this is often achieved by paravirtualization-aware device drivers. Due to the complexity of the GPU device drivers, it is only recently that hypervisors supporting GPU paravirtualization have achieved near-native efficiency. Figure 3 shows the typical GPU paravirtualization architecture for type 2 (hosted) hypervisors [Dowty and Sugerman 2009] . Typically, a GPU rendering task issued by a guest OS application is executed as follows. After the guest application invokes a standard GPU rendering API, the guest GPU computation library (e.g., OpenGL, Direct3D) prepares the corresponding GPU buffer contents in the main memory and issues the GPU command packets. These packets are pushed into the virtual GPU I/O queue, which are subsequently processed by the HostOps Dispatch in the host. Finally, this last layer sends the commands to the device driver in an asynchronous fashion. The buffer contents of the guest OS memory are transferred into the GPU buffer using direct memory access (DMA) through this process. Figure 4 represents the VGRIS architecture within the paravirtualization framework shown in Figure 3 , where modules introduced by VGRIS are highlighted in grey. These modules are all inside the host. There is one agent per VM, which schedules GPU computation tasks and monitors the performance. In addition, there is a centralized scheduling controller that serves two purposes. First, it receives the commands from the administrator to decide which scheduling algorithm is used. Second, under the hybrid scheduling policy, it automatically selects between the SLA-aware and the proportional-share policy based on the performance feedback received from all agents. In addition, the content and the frequency of the performance report from each agent are specified by the central controller. The scheduling algorithm does not require any feedback. In the implementation of the prototype, each agent simply intercepts the Direct3D API invocations from the GPU HostOps Dispatch for rescheduling. Its performance monitoring function utilizes the GPU performance instrumentation methods. The centralized scheduling server is implemented as an independent process. In addition, VGRIS provides API for scheduling algorithms to leverage. The API can make VGRIS host a variety of scheduling algorithms without modifying VGRIS itself. The detailed description is provided in the next section.
API and Algorithms Overview
Based on the prior framework introduced in Yu et al. [2013] , we abstract the functions in the form of API to provide interfaces so that a variety of scheduling algorithms can be implemented within the framework without any modification to the framework. The followings are the detailed descriptions of the main functions:
(1) StartVGRIS sets a startup of all modules of the framework. It first does all of the initialization, including library interception and process hooking. Then it starts up the scheduler controller and the agent for each running game. (2) PauseVGRIS pauses the framework temporarily. After this function is invoked, the framework will no longer schedule GPU resources for the VMs while the games run in their original FPS rates. The framework can be made to work again by invoking ResumeVGRIS. (3) ResumeVGRIS resumes the framework if it is paused by PauseVGRIS. (4) EndVGRIS terminates all modules of the framework and does the cleanup work for VGRIS. (5) AddProcess adds the process in the framework. The name and ID of the process will be added to the application list maintained by VGRIS. Then, it can be scheduled by the framework. Leveraging this interface, VGRIS can schedule GPU resources on heterogeneous virtualization platforms composed of VMware and VirtualBox. (6) RemoveProcess removes the process from the application list of the framework.
After this interface is invoked, the process will no longer be scheduled by the framework. (7) AddHookFunc assigns a function to be hooked to the given process. Every process in the framework has a function list that consists of the functions to be hooked by the framework. This interface adds the specified function to the list and then notifies VGRIS to hook it. The process must be in the application list of the framework; otherwise, this interface will return an error to the caller. (8) RemoveHookFunc removes the function that is currently hooked by the framework from the function list of the given process. (9) AddScheduler adds the specific scheduling function to the scheduler list maintained by VGRIS. Meanwhile, VGRIS assigns an ID to the scheduler and returns the ID to the caller. A scheduler implements the detailed procedure of how to schedule GPU resources. After it is added to the framework, it will be invoked by the framework in each iteration of the running games to do the scheduling. (10) RemoveScheduler removes the scheduler from the scheduler list according to the given ID. (11) ChangeScheduler changes the current scheduler to the next one in the scheduler list in a round robin manner. If the scheduler ID is given as the parameter, VGRIS will change to the specified scheduler if it exists in the scheduler list. (12) GetInfo collects the information about the running game from the monitor. Since each hooked process has a monitor, this function only gets the information of the game VM on which the monitor resides. A parameter is used to return the type of information. Currently, the information includes FPS, frame latency, CPU usage, GPU usage, scheduler name, process name, and function name. Figure 5 demonstrates an example of using the aforementioned API. In the example, AddProcess and AddHookFunc are first called to add the processes and functions that will be hooked into the lists of the framework. AddScheduler is used to add the specified schedulers. Then, ChangeScheduler is called to make the framework leverage the scheduler, SpecifiedScheduler2 in this case, to schedule GPU resources for the VMs. After StartVGRIS is invoked, the specified scheduler begins to work. During scheduling, some processes and functions can be removed by RemoveHookFunc and RemoveProcess. ChangeScheduler can be used to replace the current scheduler with another one existing in the scheduler list of the framework. Finally, EndVGRIS can be used to terminate the scheduling. Using this API, we designed and implemented three representative scheduling algorithms for different optimization goals. In the future, more advanced scheduling algorithms will be implemented and integrated into VGRIS by this API. The algorithms are briefly described as follows:
-SLA-aware scheduling allocates just enough GPU resources to each VM to fulfill the SLA requirement (e.g., 30 FPS in most cases). Note that the GPU resources may be not fully used under this policy. -Proportional-share scheduling allocates all GPU resources to all the running VMs in proportion to their weights, as assigned by the administrator. -Hybrid scheduling with a compromise mixes the preceding two schemes. It first allocates a minimal amount of resources to each VM such that the SLA requirement is satisfied. Then extra resources are then proportionally allocated between all VMs to maximize the GPU utilization.
VGRIS SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Before delving into a detailed implementation of VGRIS, we provide an overview of some challenges that resulted in the current implementation of VGRIS.
Challenges for VGRIS and Discussions
During the implementation of the VGRIS prototype, we faced several challenges. Next, we discuss those challenges and the corresponding technologies leveraged to overcome them.
Platform selection challenge. The first implementation problem relates to the choice of virtualization platform to implement VGRIS. Several virtualization solutions are available: Xen is a type 1 hypervisor, widely used in the academic community, whereas VMware and VirtualBox are representative type 2 hypervisors that can provide 3D acceleration. We chose a type 2 hypervisor and made use of the corresponding paravirtualization technology to allow the games in the VMs to invoke the graphics libraries of the host OS. The reasons are given as follows. Graphics libraries are required by games to render scenes onto the screen, but they are so powerful, large, and sophisticated that it is not practical to integrate them in a hypervisor. In addition, as explained in Section 1, the most versions of VMware and VirtualBox both provide 3D graphics libraries for the guest OS, which means that 3D applications running inside the VMs can get 3D acceleration.
In this article, VGRIS is implemented both on VMware and VirtualBox with the support of the proposed API. However, we mainly focus on VMware due to the performance and 3D feature compatibility. Table II shows the performance comparisons of VMware and VirtualBox. All of the workloads are from DirectX SDK. They all run with the same configurations and settings. From the table, we can see that VMware has a significant performance advantage over VirtualBox when hosting 3D applications in their VMs. Running PostProcess makes the most performance gap in that the 3D performance of VMware is five times faster than that of VirtualBox. In our analysis, VirtualBox requires translating the graphics library invocation from Direct3D API to OpenGL API when it runs 3D applications using the Direct3D graphics library. For instance, when PostProcess invokes Present, a rendering function of the Direct3D library, the hypervisor of VirtualBox receives the request and then translates it to glutSwapBuffers, the corresponding rendering function in OpenGL. Finally, the translated request is sent to the host OS. However, VMware does not perform such a translation operation when hosting 3D applications. As a consequence, VMware has a better performance than VirtualBox in terms of the games implemented using the Direct3D library. Therefore, we make more efforts on integrating VMware as the virtualization platform in VGRIS. Moreover, it is observed that VirtualBox does not support all features of 3D libraries, especially the advanced and complicated ones. For instance, in our experiments, VirtualBox is not compatible with those 3D games that require Shader 3.0.
2 Taking these reasons into account, we decide to run real-world games in VMs of VMware and benchmarks from DirectX SDK in the VMs of VirtualBox in the evaluation section. Figure 4 , VGRIS resides on the host OS and intercepts the Direct3D library calls from the guest OS. Benefiting from the library interception, VGRIS treats the VMs as black boxes allowing the prototype to be implemented without modifying the graphics libraries of the guest and the host OS, or the drivers of the graphics card. Thus, the library interception becomes the key issue of the prototype implementation.
Challenge of library interception. As shown in
One way to intercept the Direct3D API on Windows 7 is to modify the hypervisor of the VMs. Hypervisors supporting of paravirtualization technology redirect the graphics API calls from 3D applications directly to the corresponding API on the host. We can modify the redirection procedure and insert the codes of the three scheduling policies. Note that a different virtualization solution could be selected if another hypervisor displays a better 3D acceleration. However, under such circumstances, the whole architecture should be totally reimplemented, which renders VGRIS inflexible when choosing a different VM.
Another way to implement library interception is to leverage the message processing mechanism of the Windows OS. The technology is called hook, and it can monitor the message loop of applications running under Windows. A detailed introduction to the hook mechanism is provided in Section 4.2. Overall, in the hook technology, an application is able to intercept a particular type of message and specify a function to deal with it before it is sent to the Windows applications. Hence, the greatest advantage of leveraging hook as the graphics API interceptor is that the hypervisor, the host OS, and the underlying device driver do not need to be modified when employing VGRIS, thus rendering it much more flexible when switching to a different virtualization solution.
Hook and Library Interception
A hook is a Windows technology through which an application can intercept events, such as messages, mouse actions, and keystrokes. In fact, a hook is a piece of code segment to process events. It intercepts a Windows application using a system call, SetWindowsHookEx. An important parameter of the system call specifies which event is to be intercepted. Another interesting parameter is an entry to the hook procedure that is invoked just before the particular type of event is handled by the default procedure function of the hooked Windows application. The counterpart of SetWindowsHookEx is UnHookWindowHookEx, which removes the code segment used by hook from the hooked Windows application. Once UnHookWindowHookEx is invoked, the specified hook procedure is no longer invoked when the event is sent to the hooked Windows application.
Figure 6(a) shows the default message loop model of a Windows OS. The system maintains a global message queue that collects messages to update the Windows applications. For instance, actions such as resizing a window, clicking the mouse, or pressing the keyboard generate a message enqueued by the OS. The default procedure of the Windows application can also send messages to itself or other Windows applications by invoking PostMessage, but the message is first enqueued into the global queue. Then, the OS dispatches the messages in the queue one by one to the corresponding Windows applications. The Windows application also keeps a local queue to store the messages and has a loop to process the messages from its local queue, as shown in Figure 6(a) . The loop will not exit until a quit message is sent to the application. In each iteration of the loop, the application picks a message from its local message queue and decides to use the callback function to process it. The hook technology just interposes the loop by anticipating the message before the default loop processing mechanism of the application handles it. Figure 6 (b) depicts the procedure. After hooking, a piece of code is inserted into the loop, which first gets the messages from the local queue and then translates them into a form where they can be identified. If the message is specified by SetWindowsHookEx, it will be then processed by the hook procedure; otherwise, the message is processed by the default procedure of the application. The hook technology dramatically simplifies the implementation of VGRIS and also makes it applicable to all Windows platforms.
With the support of the hook technology in the Windows OS, the prototype first invokes SetWindowsHookEx in the InstallHook function, as shown in Figure 7 (a). InstallHook hooks the process by the given name or ID. Then, it passes the address of both the DisplayBuffer from the graphics library and the hook procedure to SetWindowsHookEx. We choose to intercept the rendering function call simply because it performs rendering jobs in each loop of the GPU computation model. It is also possible to extend the scheduling framework in a simple and fast manner by specifying more messages that are to be monitored.
After all of the preparation is complete, VGRIS is able to monitor all of the VMs running under Windows. Once a VM invokes a DisplayBuffer call to render its frames, the hook function, HookProcedure, is called. The implementation is shown in Figure 7 (b). As shown in the figure, a monitor and scheduler run in theHookProcedure of each hooked process, which corresponds to Figure 4 . Monitor collects necessary information such as the current FPS from the VM. cur_scheduler is the function pointer that points to a specific scheduling policy. It can be replaced with different scheduling policies. In the next section, we present the three policies that can be invoked. After the scheduling, DisplayBuffer is invoked again to ensure that the original frame rendering procedure is properly applied.
Finally, the prototype invokes the UninstallHook function to clean up, as shown in Figure 7 (c). The function unhooks the VM process and then frees the memory allocated by VGRIS.
Implementation of VGRIS API
The main interfaces of the framework are listed in Section 3.2. This section mainly discusses the implementation of these interfaces.
Start VGRIS and End VGRIS are two interfaces that correspond to start and terminate the framework. The former one invokes InstallHook and intercepts all existing functions in the function lists of all the processes maintained by VGRIS. Thus, the HookProcedure, including the monitor and scheduler, as shown in Figure 7 (b), is injected into the target process. The latter one reverses the procedure. It invokes UninstallHook and does the cleanup work. Pause VGRIS just invokes UninstallHook for all functions of all the processes so that the GPU resources are temporarily not scheduled and games run in their original FPS rate. Resume VGRIS calls InstallHook again to resume the work of the framework.
AddProcess just adds the process name and ID to the application list maintained by the framework. RemoveProcess removes the process specified by the parameter from the list. AddHookFunc and RemoveHookFunc are implemented in a similar way.
AddScheduler adds the definite scheduler to the scheduler list of the framework. If the scheduler is the only one on the list, the framework will assign it to cur_scheduler. cur_scheduler is a variable with the type of function pointer that points to the current scheduler used by the framework. In this way, VGRIS can simply host a variety of scheduling algorithms without modifying any part of the framework. ChangeScheduler allows the framework to use another scheduler in the list in a round robin manner. RemoveScheduler removes the function pointer from the scheduler list. If the scheduler to be removed is being used by the framework, it will invoke ChangeScheduler to make the framework change to another scheduler.
GetInfo collects the current information about the running game from the monitor. It returns the FPS, frame latency, CPU usage, GPU usage, scheduler name, process name, and function name that are hooked according the given parameter of type. The FPS of a game is derived from the frame latency. As shown in Figure 1 , each iteration determines exactly one frame. The frame latency can be calculated based on the CPU computation time of ComputeObjectsInFrame and DrawPrimitive, and the GPU computation time of DisplayBuffer. The CPU computation time can be simply measured. However, the GPU computation time can only be predicted.
In the experiments, we observe a variation in the computational time of Present, the API from Direct3D corresponding to DisplayBuffer. In fact, on heavy contention, the average execution time of Present raises from 2.37ms to 11.70ms, as shown in Figure 8 . This is due to the DirectX runtime batches that Direct3D commands for better efficiency. Hence, heavy contention increases the possibility of full command buffer, resulting in a less predictable execution time for Present. The Flush command can significantly mitigate the problem. Figure 8 shows that the average computation time of Present is reduced from 11.70ms to 0.48ms under heavy contention. The Flush command induces extra CPU computational cost. Since we mainly consider GPU-bounded VMs, it is reasonable to spend a little extra CPU time for a more accurate prediction and therefore achieve a more stable latency for each frame. By inserting a Flush in each iteration, we can predict the GPU computation time more precisely.
Scheduling Algorithms
To prove the feasibility and flexibility of the current framework, we leverage the newly designed API to implement three scheduling algorithms. In the implementation of all scheduling algorithms, the framework itself is not modified. With the support of the API, other scheduling algorithms are also applicable to the VGRIS architecture.
SLA-aware scheduling. From the SLA requirements in cloud gaming, service providers try to guarantee a minimum FPS and a maximum latency for a smooth user experience. As Figure 2 (a) illustrates, the default GPU scheduling algorithm allocates resources on a first-come first-served strategy, even under heavy contention. As a result, less-GPU-demanding 3D applications may get more resources than necessary, whereas GPU-demanding ones cannot meet the SLA requirement. SLA-aware scheduling is designed to address this issue. It allocates just enough resources to each VM to guarantee its SLA. To achieve this goal, we slow down less-GPU-demanding games to provide extra resources for more GPU-demanding ones.
To stabilize the frame latency, we extend each frame by delaying its last call, Present. This is achieved via inserting a Sleep call before Present. Figure 9(a) shows the pseudocode of the scheduling algorithm. The Schedule function is assigned by AddScheduler and executes just before the Present, as shown in Figure 7 (b). It is responsible for calculating the length of the delay, which should be equal to the desired latency minus the computation time of ComputeObjectsInFrame, DrawPrimitive, and Present altogether.
Proportional-share scheduling. SLA-aware scheduling strives to meet the SLA requirements, which may result in low resource utilization when there are an insufficient number of VMs. Proportional sharing is a scheduling mechanism that is very well suited for these application scenarios. Figure 9 (a) also shows the pseudocode of the proportional-share scheduling algorithm. When the scheduling algorithm is proportional share, WaitToRun in the figure maps to WaitForAvailableBudgets, which waits for the available GPU resources to be ready. Our proportional-share scheduling algorithm adopts the Posterior Enforcement Reservation policy used in TimeGraph [Kato et al. 2011b] , which queues and dispatches GPU commands based on the task priorities. First each VM i is assigned a share s i that represents the percentage of GPU resources that it can use for a period t. The shares of all VMs add up to one. The budget e i represents the amount of GPU time that the VM i is entitled for its execution. This budget decreases following the amount of time consumed on the GPU and is replenished by at most ts i once every period t as follows: e i = min(ts i , e i + ts i ).
(1)
The proportional-share scheduling dispatches the Present API invocation if the budget for the corresponding VM is greater than zero; otherwise, it is postponed. We set t = 1ms in our implementation, which is sufficiently small to prevent long lags.
Hybrid scheduling. SLA-aware scheduling may result in low GPU utilization with an insufficient number of VMs. On the other hand, proportional-share scheduling can maximize the utilization, but inappropriate weights can lead to some VM starving. Our hybrid scheduling mechanism combines the benefits of the two by automatically choosing the appropriate algorithm using the calculated parameters, as shown in Algorithm 1. The hybrid scheduling algorithm leverages the API described earlier to collect the performance information from each VM. It then determines the appropriate scheduling algorithm for all VMs based on the collected information. When initialized, the hybrid scheduling algorithm retrieves the threshold values from the settings and employs proportional-share scheduling with a fair share as a default algorithm. During the runtime, any reported status below the criteria for the wait duration will lead to a change of the scheduling algorithm among all agents. For example, the administrator may indicate a wait duration of 5 seconds. If proportional-share scheduling is leveraged as the current scheduling algorithm for all VMs, hybrid scheduling uses the SLA-aware scheduling algorithm if and only if some VMs have a low FPS at the checkpoint. On the contrary, the proportional-share scheduling algorithm is selected if the current scheduling method is SLA-aware scheduling and the physical GPU usage is below a certain bound.
The hybrid scheduling algorithm needs to determine the proper share for each VM when switching to the proportional-share scheduling algorithm. The proportional share for the i-th VM (s i ) is achieved as follows:
This formula approaches proportional sharing while guaranteeing the SLA for each VM. u i stands for the GPU usage of the i-th VM. It represents the minimum share of GPU resources needed when switching to proportional-share scheduling.
(1− n i=1 u i )/n represents the fairness division of the abundant GPU resources for each VM. This fair division permits that every VM gets more GPU resources than required to fulfill the SLA requirement in the current situation.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
We now provide a detailed quantitative evaluation of VGRIS. First, we evaluated SLAaware scheduling in the case of underprovision of the GPU resource. Then, we studied the ability of proportional-share scheduling to maximize the GPU resource usage and the effectiveness of hybrid scheduling. We also evaluate VGRIS on heterogeneous virtualization platforms. Last, we performed some micro-and macroanalysis to evaluate VGRIS performance impact on the guest legacy software. The testbed is configured with an i7-2600k 3.4GHz CPU, 16GB RAM, and an ATI HD6750 graphics card. Virtualization platforms consist of VirtualBox and VMware. Each hosted VM is configured with a Dual-Core CPU and 2GB RAM. Windows 7 × 64 is used as both the host OS and guest OS. All games run at a high graphic quality (resolution 1,280 × 720). To simplify the performance comparison, the swap space and th GPU-accelerated windowing system are disabled on the host side.
We used two different types of workload and one benchmark in the following experiments. The first workload group, named Ideal Model Games, has almost fixed objects and views, and hence a stable FPS is easily maintained. We choose PostProcess, LocalDeformablePRT, and so forth, from DirectX SDK samples to represent this kind of workload. The other group, named Reality Model Games, consists of games where the FPS rates vary frequently. We picked DiRT 3, Farcry 2, and Starcraft 2 as representative games.
We enhance the evaluations of our previous work [Yu et al. 2013 ] by evaluating VGRIS using three reality model games: DiRT 3, Farcry 2, and Starcraft 2. We also evaluate VGRIS on the heterogeneous virtualization platforms with VMs from VirtualBox and VMware. We are therefore able to prove that VGRIS is more practical and feasible in a cloud gaming scenario.
SLA-Aware Scheduling Evaluation
We first evaluate SLA-aware scheduling provided by VGRIS. We evaluate the algorithm using three workloads that are concurrently running on independent VMs, all from VMware, and sharing one single graphics card. The configurations are the same as the ones used for the experiments in Section 2. Figure 2 is the original performance when the three workloads, DiRT 3, Farcry 2, Starcraft 2, are concurrently running on the same GPU without the scheduling of VGRIS. Compared with it, Figure 10 shows the evaluation results of the SLA-aware scheduling using the same workloads. It highlights the scheduling effects. In Figure 10(a) , the average FPS rates of DiRT 3, Starcraft 2, and Farcry 2 are 29.3, 30.4, and 30.1, respectively. All workloads are able to run under FPS rates that are smooth enough for users to play. The corresponding frame rate variances are 1.20, 0.26, and 1.36. Hence, the SLA-aware scheduling algorithms can effectively control the FPS rates of the games. The percentage of excessive frame latency significantly drops to 0.20% in Figure 10 (b), with only one frame latency greater than 60ms, which is much better than the latency result of Figure 2(b) . In addition, Figure 10 (a) also shows the total GPU usage when employing SLA-aware scheduling. The maximum GPU usage is around 90%, which means that the SLA-aware scheduling wastes GPU resources.
Proportional-Share Scheduling Evaluation
We next demonstrate the effectiveness of proportional-share scheduling in regulating the GPU resource usage according to the user settings. We also use the same reality model games and VMware as in the evaluation of SLA-aware scheduling. Figure 11( a) shows the original results of the GPU usage when VGRIS is not employed. From the figure, we can see that the GPU usage does not have regular patterns. Compared to this, Figure 11 (b) shows the GPU resource usage of reality model games using different initial GPU shares: (1) DiRT 3 is set to use 10% of the GPU resources, (2) Farcry 2 is set to use 20%, and (3) Starcraft 2 uses 50%. The results prove that proportional-share scheduling successfully provides a user-specified GPU resource share. Figure 11( c) shows the corresponding FPS results when proportional-share scheduling is leveraged in the system. Compared with the FPS rate results of the SLA-aware scheduling shown in Figure 10(a) , the average FPS rates are 10.2 for DiRT 3, 25.6 for Farcry 2, and 64.7 for Starcraft 2. Despite that the total GPU usage is at a high level, two of the workloads still run at the FPS rate below 30. The corresponding frame rate variances are 0.57, 21.99, and 4.39, respectively. From the data, we can see that the proportional-share cannot always guarantee the SLA requirements of all games. The fluctuations of the FPS rates of the three games are also larger when SLA-aware scheduling is used.
Hybrid Scheduling Evaluation
We now evaluate hybrid scheduling automatic scheduling determination algorithms with the proper parameters. The same workloads and VMware VMs in the evaluations of the former two algorithms were used to evaluate hybrid scheduling effectiveness: DiRT 3, Farcry 2, and Starcraft 2. Figure 12 illustrates the algorithm selections and their impacts on the FPS of the running VMs. In this experiment, we set FPSthres to 30, GPUthres to 85%, and Time to 5 seconds. We first run three games concurrently. Hybrid scheduling uses SLA-aware scheduling because of the low frame rate in the loading screen. After 5 seconds, hybrid scheduling detects a low overall GPU usage over the past 5 seconds. As a result, it employs the proportional-share scheduling algorithm and equally allocates redundant GPU resources to each VM, which results in a performance increase in the rendering of the upcoming frame. After 10 seconds, the VM running DiRT 3 did not benefit from sufficient GPU resources to maintain its SLA over the past 5 seconds. Hence, hybrid scheduling employs SLA-aware scheduling to release excessive GPU resources from other VMs. Then, after 5 more seconds, hybrid scheduling switches back to proportional-share scheduling. It was found that DiRT 3 FPS decreases when the proportional-share scheduling algorithm was selected. This is caused by the low redundant GPU resource. Moreover, note that real-world games tend to have a varied complexity of game scenes quickly varying, and as such the amount of GPU resources required during the whole runtime can change greatly.
In Figure 12 , the average FPS rates are 29.0 for DiRT 3, 38.2 for Farcry 2, and 33.4 for Starcraft 2 when the hybrid scheduling is applied. The SLA requirements of all three games are basically satisfied. The frame rate variances are 5.38, 115.14, and 76.05. In our analysis, the frequent switches between the SLA-aware scheduling and proportional-share scheduling result in the abrupt changes, as well as the large fluctuations of the FPS rates.
Evaluation on Heterogeneous Platforms
To prove that VGRIS can be employed under various virtualization platforms, we conducted the experiments on the heterogeneous platforms with one VM from VirtualBox and two VMs from VMware, shown in Figure 13 . Since VirtualBox is not compatible with the games implemented using some advanced and complex features from the 3D graphics libraries, as discussed in Section 4.1, we select PostProcess, a benchmark from DirectX SDK to run inside the VM of VirtualBox. Farcry 2 and Starcraft 2 that run inside the VMs of VMware are configured the same as in the previous experiments.
Figure 13(a) shows the original results of FPS and GPU usage when VGRIS is not leveraged to schedule the GPU resources. PostProcess in VirtualBox runs at an average FPS rate of 119. When the SLA-aware scheduling is applied only to VirtualBox, the FPS rate of PostProcess remains at 30, as shown in Figure 13 (b). Without any scheduling from VGRIS, in Figure 13 (b), Farcry 2 and Starcraft 2 run at their original FPS rate, which are virtually the same as in Figure 13 (a). In Figure 13 (c), the SLA-aware scheduling is applied to all VMs, resulting in all workloads running at the FPS rate of 30.
In our experiments, the same evaluation results as in Figures 11 and 12 are achieved when the proportional-share scheduling and hybrid scheduling are applied to the heterogeneous platforms of VirtualBox and VMware. As a consequence, VGRIS is also feasible and practical on VirtualBox in addition to VMware.
Performance Discussions
To evaluate the performance impact of VGRIS on legacy applications and OS, we first performed microanalysis to illustrate the potential hot spot. PostProcess and DiRT 3 are leveraged to utilize available GPU resources in this experiment. We only evaluate the execution cost of each part in SLA-aware scheduling and proportionalshare scheduling. Hhybrid scheduling is not included because there are only trivial changes based on the other two scheduling methods, and the performance impact can be ignored. Figure 14 shows the microbenchmark results. The execution time of SLAaware scheduling constitutes four parts, in which the GPU command flush operations contribute the main performance overhead. This is due to the design of the current Direct3D library and the implemented flush strategy in the VGRIS prototype. It is possible to achieve a better result by adopting different flush strategies in the future.
Having no GPU Command Flush operation, proportional-share scheduling contains three parts in its execution time. For the same reason, the Present API execution time unsurprisingly becomes the most expensive operation. It is noteworthy that no aggressive flush of the Direct3D command buffer is added in proportional-share scheduling, because proportional-share scheduling always assumes the existence of overprovision in the GPU resource. In total, the SLA-aware scheduling algorithm incurs 2.47% of the execution time overhead of the native function for PostProcess and 162.58% for DiRT 3. The results for proportional-share scheduling are 1.77% and 6.56%.
Considering the infrequent invocation of Present API, the performance overhead is significantly decreased. Table III shows the evaluation results, proving that VGRIS brings in 2.96% performance overhead on average for SLA-aware scheduling and 3.59% on average for proportional-share scheduling. Thus, the scheduling methods provided by VGRIS are demonstrated to incur slight performance overhead. As a result, VGRIS is able to execute multiple game VMs concurrently while ensuring acceptable SLAs individually.
RELATED WORK
Virtualized resource management has been an active research area over the past decade. Based on the general trend of all related research works, we can broadly classify them into three groups: (1) scheduling in virtualization, (2) GPU scheduling, and (3) applications of GPU virtualization.
Scheduling in virtualization.
Previous works focused on CPU and I/O schedulings. Credit, Simple Earliest Deadline First (SEDF), and Borrowed Virtual Time (BVT) [Duda and Cheriton 1999] are some CPU schedulers [Cherkasova et al. 2007 ] for general-purpose hypervisors like Xen [Barham et al. 2003 ]. Scheduling the CPU resources according to the indicated proportions, these methods can also be employed in the proportional-share scheduling in VGRIS. BVT is optimized for latency-sensitive applications, as it reduces the corresponding scheduling time of the next job and borrows time slices from its future CPU usage. Credit scheduling achieves the same optimization by boosting the corresponding virtual CPU in the block state when an external event arrives [Cherkasova et al. 2007] . Besides, the CPU schedulers for real-time guest OS control the expected latency by arranging the virtual CPU run queue in a certain order [Lee et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2010] . However, all of these scheduling methods cannot be applied to manage GPU resources to fulfill the SLA requirement. The reason is that all of these scheduling approaches treat the VM as a black box and hence ignore the SLA-related measurements of the guest applications. In contrast, by effectively intercepting library APIs on the host side, VGRIS can perform SLA-aware scheduling without modifying the guest software.
GPU scheduling. Previous GPU resource scheduling approaches mainly targeted native systems. For example, Wang et al. [2011] employed three strategies to apply power gating on GPUs. Elliott and Anderson [2012] presented two methods for integrating GPUs into soft real-time multiprocessor systems to improve the overall system performance. They also proposed GPUSync [Elliott et al. 2013] , in which there are both staticand dynamic-priority GPU schedulers that deal with multi-GPU multicore real-time systems. However, VGRIS is not a real-time system. It tries to focus on the balance of the GPU usage while fully utilizing the GPU resources. A task-based dynamic loadbalancing scheduling ] is proposed for single and multi-GPU systems. Ravi et al. [2011] proposed a framework that enables applications running within VMs to transparently share one or more GPUs. In comparison, VGRIS is only able to share resources of one graphics card for VMs. It will be extended to enable VMs to share more GPUs by the technologies of these prior works. Malits et al. [2012] analyzed the root of the inefficiencies of the control flow of CUDA applications and tried to eliminate them. Compared to their work, VGRIS mainly focuses on graphics processing including 3D rendering and gaming. Both the SLA of the 3D applications in the VMs and the overall throughput are taken into account. Kato et al. [2011a] addressed the priority inversion problems of the user GPU tasks in GPU-accelerated windowing systems. Similar to VGRIS, applying their solutions requires no modifications to the X server or user applications. TimeGraph [Kato et al. 2011b] , also proposed by Kato et al., implements a real-time GPU scheduler to isolate performance for important GPU workloads. To achieve its design goal, TimeGraph modifies the codes at the device driver level. TimeGraph cannot guarantee compatibility for all platforms. Instead, VGRIS is a lightweight scheduler. Employing our framework requires no modification to OS, device drivers, and applications. Kato et al. [2012] also proposed Gdev. Gdev is an ecosystem of GPU resource management that uses GPUs as first-class computing resources. There is a scheduling scheme, focusing on isolation among working sets of multitasking system. However, VGRIS leverages the virtualization technology so that it in itself can isolate the GPU resources for different VMs. Rossbach et al. [2011] proposed PTask, which is a framework for first-class computing resources. This architecture inserts an API layer connecting user-mode programs to OS kernel, providing a dataflow programming model. Their work is similar to VGRIS, in which an interposition API is proposed to intercept graphics libraries from VMs to the host OS. Becchi et al. [2012] added two features to improve GPU sharing: dynamic application-to-GPU binding and virtual memory for GPUs. Aimed at different goals, VGRIS can further employ this work to support load balancing and solve GPU memory constraints for applications.
GERM [Bautin et al. 2008 ] aimed at providing fair GPU resource allocation. Besides, fixed frame rate approaches like Vertical Synchronization (V-Sync) 3 are designed for games to avoid an excessive use of the hardware resource. Unfortunately, GERM fails to consider the SLA requirements, and fixed frame rate approaches fail to consider the effective use of the hardware resources. Due to a fixed frame rate, both approaches prevent an on-the-fly adjustment of the resources. VGRIS can guarantee SLA requirements while making full use of the excessive GPU resources.
Applications of GPU virtualization. Currently, NVIDIA provides GRIDHowever, none of these approaches has studied the management of virtualized GPU resource isolation and scheduling to achieve computational efficiency, which is the main focus of VGRIS. Compared to other approaches, our approach improves the SLA of the GPU computation on cloud platform and maximizes the overall resource usage. Additionally, VGRIS provides three representative scheduling algorithms to meet multiple optimization goals in case of under-and overprovisioned GPU resources.
CONCLUSION
We presented VGRIS, a virtualized GPU resource isolation and scheduling framework for GPU-related computational tasks. By introducing an agent per VM and a centralized scheduling controller to the paravirtualization framework, VGRIS achieves in-VM GPU resource measurements and regulates the GPU resource usage. Moreover, we extended VGRIS with a set of APIs to make VGRIS able to host a variety of scheduling algorithms without modifying the framework itself. Three representative scheduling algorithms are implemented by the API: SLA-aware scheduling, which allocates just enough GPU resources to fulfill the SLA requirement; proportional-share scheduling, which allocates all GPU resources to all running VMs in proportion to their weights; and hybrid scheduling, which provides a mixed solution to meet the SLA requirement while maximizing the overall GPU resource usage. Using the cloud gaming scenario as a case study, our evaluation demonstrates that each scheduling algorithm fulfills its goals under various workloads. The experimental results on heterogeneous virtualization platforms show that VGRIS is adapted to different VMs. As a future work, we plan to extend VGRIS to multiple physical GPUs and multiple physical machine systems for data center resource scheduling.
